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De Rham cohomology
of diffeological spaces and foliations∗

G. Hector E. Maćıas-Virgós E. Sanmartı́n-Carb́on

Abstract

Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold. We prove that there is a canonical
isomorphism between the complex of base-like formsΩ∗

b(M,F) of the fo-
liation and the “De Rham complex” of the space of leavesM/F when con-
sidered as a “diffeological” quotient. Consequently, the two corresponding
cohomology groupsH∗

b (M,F) andH∗(M/F) are isomorphic.
As an application we give a quick proof for the topological invariance of

the base-like cohomology of Lie foliations (and Riemannianfoliations) on
compact manifolds.
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1 Introduction

Diffeological spaces were introduced by J.-M. Souriau in [11] (and in a slightly
different form by K.-T. Chen in [1]) as a generalization of the notion of manifold.
Spaces of maps and quotients of manifolds fit naturally into this category. More-
over, many definitions from differential geometry can be extended to this setting.
In particular, due to their contravariant nature, “differential forms” and “De Rham
cohomology groups” extend to diffeological spaces in a canonical way (for a com-
plete description of the De Rham calculus on diffeological spaces see P. Iglesias’
book [6]).

In the context of Foliation Theory, the most interesting examples of diffeo-
logical spaces are the spaces of leavesM/F of foliated manifolds, endowed with

∗Partially supported by FEDER and Research Project MTM2008-05861 MICINN Spain.
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the quotient diffeology induced by the smooth structure of the ambient manifold
(see section 2 for a precise definition). It is then a natural problem to compare
its De Rham cohomologyH∗(M/F) with the base-like cohomologyH∗

b (M,F)
which is a well known algebraic invariant of the foliationF (see for example
[3, 10]).

In this paper we prove that the two theories coincide for any foliationF (see
Theorem 3.5). As an application we obtain (Theorem 4.3) a simple proof of the
topological invariance of the base-like cohomology for Liefoliations on compact
manifolds. This result, which extends by standard techniques of algebraic topol-
ogy to the larger family of Riemannian foliations, was first proved by A. El Kacimi
and M. Nicolau in [9].

We thank F. Alcalde, J. A.́Alvarez and R. Wolak for several useful comments
and remarks.

2 Diffeological spaces

In this first section we introduce some basic notions concerning diffeological
spaces and their cohomology groups (see [6]).

2.1 Diffeologies of class Cr

Let X be a set. A mapRn ⊃ U
α

// X defined on an open subsetU of some
euclidean space will be called an-parametrizationof X. Now a diffeology of
classCr onX is a familyDr of parametrizations satisfying the following axioms:

(1) any constant parametrization of any dimensionn ≥ 0 belongs toDr,

(2) let R
n ⊃ U

α
// X be a parametrization ofX; if there exists an open

cover{Vj} of U such that the restrictionαj of α toVj belongs toDr for any
j, thenα belongs also toDr,

(3) forα ∈ Dr and anyCr-map R
m ⊃ V

h
// U , the compositionα◦h ∈ Dr.

A setX endowed with a diffeologyDr will be called adiffeological space of class
Cr, any parametrizationα ∈ Dr being aplot of X.

The following additional definitions and observations willbe relevant for the
description of the category of diffeological spaces.
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(a) It will be often convenient to define a diffeology onX by means of a
generating set: for any setG of parametrizations ofX and any integerr, there
exists a minimal diffeology of classCr containingG. It will be called theCr-
diffeology generated byG.

(b) Letf : X → Y be a map from a diffeological space(X,D) to a setY . The
setf(D) of parametrizations of typef ◦ α, whereα ∈ D, generates a diffeology
calledthe direct image ofD byf .

(c) Now we define the morphisms in the category of diffeological spaces:
given two diffeological spaces(X,Dr) and(Y, Er) of classCr, a mapf : X → Y
is a diffeological map of classCr (sometimes calleddifferentiable mapin the
literature) iff(Dr) ⊂ Er.

(d) Finally notice that a diffeology of classCr generates a diffeology of class
Cs for any s ≤ r. Thus we can speak about diffeological maps of classCs for
spaces of classCr.

Indeed we will be mostly interested in diffeologies of classC∞ also called
smooth diffeologiesand diffeologies of classC0 also calledtopological diffeolo-
gies.

Example1. Manifold diffeologies.
An atlasV of classCr on a manifoldM generates aCr-diffeology which depends
only on theCr-structure defined byV. It is amanifold diffeologyand consists of
all Cr-parametrizations ofM . If M andN are two manifolds endowed with the
correspondingCr-diffeologies, a mapf : M → N isCr-diffeological if and only
if it is Cr-differentiable in the usual sense. In caser = 0, such a map is just a
continuous map.

Example2. Quotient diffeologies.
Let π : X → X/ρ be the quotient map of a setX by an equivalence relationρ.
If D is a diffeology onX, the direct imageπ(D) generates a diffeology onX/ρ
which is called thequotient diffeologyassociated to the relationρ. One can define
it as being the weakest diffeology onX/ρ which makesπ a diffeological map.

If (X, ρ) and(X ′, ρ′) are two spaces equipped with equivalence relations, a
diffeological mapf : (X, ρ) → (X ′, ρ′) which is compatible withρ andρ′, in-
duces a map̄f defining a commutative diagram :

X

��

f
// X ′

��

X/ρ
f̄

// X ′/ρ′
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andf̄ is diffeological with respect to the quotient diffeologies.

There are two special cases of interest:

(a) If ρ is the equivalence relation generated by a smooth action of acountable
group Γ on a smooth manifoldM , thenM/ρ is a smooth diffeological space
with respect to the corresponding quotient diffeology, thelatter being a manifold
diffeology if M/ρ is a manifold.

We will consider in particular the quotient of a connected Lie groupG by a
dense countable subgroupΓ which we will call astrongly homogeneous quotient.

(b) If the classes ofρ are the leaves of a smooth foliationF on a manifold
M , the quotient is theleaf-spaceof F denoted byM/F . It is again a smooth
diffeological space.

2.2 De Rham cohomology of smooth diffeological spaces

Here we consider a smooth diffeological space(X,D). Letωα be ar-form on the
domainU of the plotα. A family ω = {ωα}α∈D indexed by the plotsα ∈ D, is a
De Rhamr-formonX if it fulfills the compatibility condition:

ωα◦h = h∗ωα

for any smooth maph : R
m ⊃ V → U . The exterior differentialdω of ω is defined

by dω = {dωα} and verifies obviously the usual propertyd ◦ d = 0.

The differential complexΩ∗(X,D) of all De Rham forms of any degree on
(X,D) is called theDe Rham complexof the diffeological space(X,D); its co-
homology is theDe Rham cohomology groupH∗(X,D) of (X,D).

Any smooth diffeological mapf : (X,D)→ (Y, E) induces a homomorphism
of differential complexes

f ∗ : Ω∗(X,D)← Ω∗(Y, E)

by the formula(f ∗ω)α = ωf◦α, α ∈ D. It goes over to cohomology with the usual
functorial properties.

Now a smooth manifoldM is naturally equipped with two De Rham cohomol-
ogy groups: the usual one and the diffeological one as definedabove. Fortunately,
these two theories coincide as we show next. Indeed letΩDR(M) be the usual
De Rham complex ofM , then thetautological map

τ : Ω∗

DR(M)→ Ω∗(M,D)
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defined byτ(η) = {α∗η}α∈D for any formη ∈ Ω∗
DR(M) is a morphism of differ-

ential complexes. Moreover we have

Theorem 2.1. - For any smooth manifoldM , the tautological mapτ is an iso-
morphism of differential complexes thus inducing an isomorphism

τ ∗ : H∗

DR(M)→ H∗(M,D).

Proof. - Recall that the manifold diffeology ofM is generated by any locally finite
smooth atlas{(Vj, ϕj)} of M . Then if dim(M) = n, a diffeological formw ∈
Ω∗(M,D) is completely determined by the set of its componentswj ∈ Ω∗(Uj) on
the open setsUj = ϕj(Vj) ⊂ R

n. By the compatibility condition of diffeological
forms, the local formsηj = ϕ∗

j (wj) ∈ Ω∗(Vj) coincide on the overlaps of the sets
Vj thus define a global usual De Rham formη onM . Settingη = σ(ω), we define
a map

σ : Ω∗(M,D)→ Ω∗

DR(M)

which obviously commutes with the differential and is an inverse forτ .

Note that this result has also been proved by P. Iglesias in [6].
From now on we identify the two complexes at hand by means of the tautological
mapτ and denote byΩ∗(M) andH∗(M) the De Rham complex and cohomology
of the manifoldM whether in the usual or in the diffeological sense. Furthermore,
we will denote byΩ∗(X) andH∗(X) the De Rham complex and cohomology of
any diffeological spaceX without mention of the diffeology when there is no
ambiguity.

3 Main Theorem

3.1 Base-like cohomology of foliations

Let (M,F) be a foliated manifold. A differential formω ∈ Ωr(M) is base-like
for F if for any vector fieldX tangent toF , we have

iXω = 0 and iXdω = 0.

In particular, the Lie derivativeLXω of ω with respect to such a vector fieldX
vanishes andω is preserved by the flow generated byX. The differential of a
base-like form is evidently base-like and we denote by

Ω∗

b(M,F) ⊂ Ω∗(M)
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the subcomplex of base-like forms. Its cohomologyH∗
b (M,F) is thebase-like

cohomologyof (M,F) [10]. Our goal is to relate these complex and cohomology
with the De Rham complex and cohomology of the diffeologicalquotientM/F .

To do so, it will be convenient to introduce first a more appropriate description
of base-like forms. An open subsetV ⊂ R

n is anopen cube (of dimensionm) if
its closureV̄ is homeomorphic to[0, 1]m.

Construction.- Recall that any codimensionm foliation (M,F) of classCr on a
manifoldM of dimensionn, can be defined by afoliated cocycle

C = ({(Vi, fi)}, {gij})

with values in the pseudo-groupPm of localCr-diffeomorphisms ofRm verifying
the following:

i) the underlying coveringV = {Vi}i∈I is a locally finite covering by open
cubes,

ii) any fi : Vi → R
m is a submersion over an open cubeQi all of whose fibers

are open cubes of dimensionn−m calledplaques,
iii) when Vi ∩ Vj 6= ∅, the cocycle{gij} determines a family of localCr-

diffeomorphismsgij : Qj → Qi which generates theholonomy pseudo-groupH
ofF acting onQ =

∐
i Qi.

Indeed we represent concretely eachQi as a local transverse cube toF cutting
each plaque ofVi in exactly one point and such thatQi ∩Qj = ∅ for i 6= j. Under
these circumstances, we callQ a total transversal toF and denote byχ : Q→M ,
the natural inclusion ofQ intoM .

Next restricting forms ofM toQ, we obtain a homomorphismχ∗ : Ω∗(M)→
Ω∗(Q) and it is routine to show the following:

Proposition 3.1. - This homomorphismχ∗ restricts as an isomorphism

χ∗

0
: Ω∗

b(M,F)→ Ω∗

H
(Q)

whereΩ∗
H
(Q) is the complex of usual De Rham forms onQ which are invariant

by the holonomy pseudo-groupH.
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3.2 Comparison theorem

We are now in position to state and prove our main theorem. With the notations
of the previous section, let(Q,H) be the holonomy pseudo-group of the foliated
manifold (M,F) and letρ be the associated equivalence relation. We have a
commutative square:

Q

π

��

χ
// M

p

��

Q/ρ
χ̄

// M/F

whereQ andM are endowed with their manifold diffeologies,Q/ρ andM/F
with the corresponding quotient diffeologies andχ̄ is the map induced by the
inclusionχ of Q intoM .

Lemma 3.2. - For any foliated manifold(M,F), the mapχ̄ is a smooth diffeo-
logical isomorphism.

Proof. - First note thatχ and the three mapsπ, p andχ̄ are smooth by definition
of the quotient diffeologies. Next notice thatχ̄ is bijective and thus it just remains
to show that its inverse is smooth.

To do so recall that the manifold diffeology ofM can be generated by the set
G of smooth parametrizations whose image is contained in someelementVj of the
coveringV. Thenp(G) generates the quotient diffeology ofM/F and for any plot
γ ∈ p(G), there exists an indexj and a plotα with range inVj such thatγ = p◦α.
Let fj : Vj → Qj be the local projection provided by the foliated cocycleC, then
fj ◦ α is a plot inQj such that

χ̄ ◦ π ◦ fj ◦ α = p ◦ α = γ

showing that(χ̄)−1[p(G)] is contained in the diffeology ofQ/ρ. This latter condi-
tion means that(χ̄)−1 is smooth; the proof is complete.

In the sequel we will identify base-like forms and forms onQ/ρ. Next we
focus on the projectionπ : Q → Q/ρ. The crucial point in the procedure will be
the following geometrical observation.

Lemma 3.3. - Letα, β : U → Q be two plots of the transversalQ. If π◦α = π◦β,
there exists a countable family of open setsWs ⊂ U and elementshs ∈ H such
that:

i)
⋃
sWs is dense inU ,

ii) β = hs ◦ α when restricted toWs.
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Proof. - For any elementh ∈ H there existsXh ⊂ U , possibly empty, such that
β(x) = h ◦α(x) for anyx ∈ Xh and this set is a closed subset ofU by continuity.
On the other hand, conditionπ ◦ α = π ◦ β implies that for any pointx ∈ U there
exists an elementhx ∈ H such thatβ(x) = (hx ◦ α)(x) and consequently

⋃
Xh

coversU . But the set of maximal elements ofH is countable and therefore by
Baire theory there exists an elementh1 such thatXh1

has non empty interiorW1.
We apply the same argument toU\Xh1

and repeating infinitely many times
the construction if necessary, we obtain the wanted sequence.

Lemma 3.4. - The homomorphismπ∗ : Ω∗(Q)← Ω∗(Q/ρ) is an isomorphism of
Ω∗(Q/ρ) onto the sub-complexΩ∗

H
(Q) of forms onQ invariant byH.

Proof. - The proof is similar to that of theorem 2.1.
First we note that the image ofπ∗ is contained inΩ∗

H
(Q) becauseπ ◦ h = π

for anyh ∈ H. Thus it remains to construct an inverseσ of π∗ on theH-invariant
forms as follows.

Fix v ∈ Ω∗
H

(Q) and letα, β : U → Q be two plots ofQ such thatπ ◦ α =
π ◦ β = γ a plot ofQ/ρ. As v isH-invariant, we can consider the family of local
diffeomorphismshs and open setsWs provided by lemma 3.3. Because anyhs
belongs toH andv isH-invariant, we get

β∗(v) = (hs ◦ α)∗(v) = α∗(h∗sv) = α∗(v) on Ws,

and as
⋃
sWs is dense inU , it follows thatα∗(v) = β∗(v) and so this form depends

only onγ; we denote it byuγ.
Next recall that the diffeology ofQ/ρ is generated by the setG of plots

γ : U → Q/ρ for which there exists a liftα : U → Q verifying γ = π ◦ α.
Then we define a homomorphismσ : Ω∗

H
(Q)→ Ω∗(Q/ρ) by settingσ(v)γ = uγ,

γ ∈ G. It is easy to check that in this way we obtain a well defined diffeological
form u ∈ Ω∗(Q/ρ). It verifiesπ∗u = v because by definition

(π∗u)α = uπ◦α = uγ = α∗(v)

on the domain ofγ = π ◦ α. The proof is complete.

To conclude, we note thatp∗ = (χ∗
0
)−1◦π∗◦ χ̄∗ which leads to ourcomparison

theorem:

Theorem 3.5. - For any foliationF , the projectionp : M → M/F induces an
isomorphism

p∗ : Ω∗

b(M,F)← Ω∗(M/F).
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Consequently the De Rham cohomologyH∗(M/F) ofM/F is isomorphic to the
base-like cohomologyH∗

b (M,F) ofF .

4 C0-invariance of the De Rham cohomology

It is a well known fact that De Rham cohomology is a topological invariant for
smooth manifolds. Here we investigate the corresponding question for smooth
diffeological spaces focusing on a restricted class of suchspaces. The goal is
to recover, as an application of our theorem 3.5, the topological invariance of
the base-like cohomology for Riemannian foliations on compact manifolds es-
tablished by A. El Kacimi and M. Nicolau in [9]. Our argument will be very
quick and straightforward showing the power and simplicityof the diffeological
approach.

4.1 The case of strongly homogeneous quotients

Consider a strongly homogeneous diffeological spaceG/Γ as defined in example
2 above. IfΓ̃ = q−1(Γ), the universal coveringq : G̃ → G induces a smooth dif-
feological map̃q : G̃/Γ̃ → G/Γ, which is a smooth isomorphism of diffeological
spaces. Thus without loss of generality, we may always assume thatG is simply
connected (and connected).

The group of smooth diffeological isomorphisms ofG/Γ was explicitly com-
puted in [4]. Here we focus on continuous diffeological isomorphisms and want
to prove the following result:

Lemma 4.1. - Let G/Γ andG′/Γ′ be two strongly homogeneous diffeological
spaces. Then anyC0-diffeological isomorphism

ϕ : G/Γ→ G′/Γ′

is indeed aC∞-isomorphism and the two Lie groupsG andG′ are isomorphic.

Proof. - The proof uses the theory of covering spaces in the diffeological category
developed in [5] which is formally the same as in the topological category. It
follows the lines of an argument first used in [4, p. 252].

(a) AsG andG′ are simply connected, they are the universal coverings (in the
category of diffeological spaces) ofG/Γ andG′/Γ′ respectively. Thus the mapϕ

9



lifts as aC0-diffeological isomorphism, that is we have a commutative diagram

G

��

φ
// G′

��

G/Γ
ϕ

// G′/Γ′.

where the liftφ is indeed a homeomorphism. And our goal being to prove thatϕ
is a smooth diffeological isomorphism it will be enough to show that the liftφ is
smooth in the usual (or equivalently diffeological) sense.To do so, we will show
thate being the identity ofG andν = φ(e)−1, the mapψ = Lν ◦φ is a continuous
and thus a smooth Lie group isomorphism.

(b) Indeed, fix an elementγ ∈ Γ. For anyg ∈ G the two elementsg andgγ
are equivalent byΓ and consequentlyφ(g) andφ(gγ) are equivalent byΓ′ because
φ is equivariant with respect to the right actions ofΓ andΓ′. This means also that
for anyg

Φ(g) := φ(g)−1 · φ(gγ) ∈ Γ′

andG being connected andΓ′ being totally disconnected, the continuous map
Φ: G→ Γ′ is constant which implies

φ(g)−1 · φ(gγ) = φ(e)−1 · φ(γ)

thus
φ(gγ) = φ(g) · φ(e)−1 · φ(γ),

for anyγ ∈ Γ andg ∈ G. The latter relation can be rewritten as

Lν [φ(gγ)] = Lν [φ(g)] · Lν [φ(γ)]

or
ψ(gγ) = ψ(g) · ψ(γ).

(c) Consequently, we see that theψ which is continuous by definition restricts
to a continuous group homomorphism fromΓ to Γ′. And Γ being dense inG
it follows easily thatψ : G → G′ is a homomorphism thus a continuous group
isomorphism and finally a smooth Lie group isomorphism. Thismeans thatG is
isomorphic toG′ andϕ is smooth.
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4.2 C0-invariance of the base-like cohomology of Riemannian
foliations

Let G be the Lie algebra of a connected (and simply connected) Lie groupG. A
foliation F on a closed manifoldM is aG-Lie foliation if it is defined by a non
vanishingG-valued1-form ω verifying the Maurer-Cartan equation

ω +
1

2
[ω, ω] = 0.

These foliations have been introduced first by E. Fedida who gives the following
nice description [2, 7].

(a) A G-Lie foliation (M,F) lifts to the universal coveringp : M̃ → M as a
locally trivial fibrationF̃ over the Lie groupG. This fibration is preserved by the
action of the fundamental groupπ1(M) and there is a representationh : π1(M)→
G whose imageΓ is a finitely generated subgroup ofG called theGlobal Holon-
omy group ofF .

(b) In particular the leaf-spaceM/F identifies as a diffeological space with the
strongly homogeneous spaceG/Γ and we get the following commutative diagram
of diffeological spaces and maps:

M̃

p

��

D
// G

π

��

M
D̄

// G/Γ,

whereD̄ andπ are the canonical projections. Moreover the foliationF is minimal
if and only if Γ is dense inG.

As a trivial consequence of lemma 4.1, we get the following invariance result:

Theorem 4.2. - Let (M,F) and(M,F ′) be two minimal Lie foliations conjugate
by a foliated homeomorphismψ. Consider the commutative diagram

M

��

ψ
// M ′

��

G/Γ
ϕ

// G′/Γ′

whereG/Γ andG′/Γ′ are the corresponding leaf-spaces andϕ is theC0-diffeological
isomorphism induced byψ.
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Thenϕ andψ are both smooth. In particularϕ induces isomorphisms between
the base-like complexesΩ∗

b(M,F) andΩ∗
b(M

′,F ′) and between the base-like co-
homology groupsH∗

b (M,F) andH∗
b (M

′,F ′).

Now applying standard techniques from algebraic topology and using the
structure theory of Molino [8] one recovers the theorem of ElKacimi-Nicolau
[9]:

Theorem 4.3. - The base-like cohomology is a topological invariant for Rieman-
nian foliations.
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